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suppose the moderator of a popular quiz show were to ask the identity
of the following person he visited the studios of both rodin and maillolmaillow

and watched them work he was hailed from across the lobby of the cirque
de paris by ernest hemingway joined a club that boasted theodore roosevelt
as a member and was driven to jack sharkeyssharkeysrSharkeys training camp by jack
dempsey he often had lunch with thornton wilder and was a close
friend of leo stein and his sister gertrude he was delighted when charles
morgan II11 president of amherst wrote that robert frost and morgan
were interested in exhibiting his work at the college he taught a number of
the nations finest young art students was well acquainted with most oftheodtheof the
eight americas leading twentieth century realist painters and married
the daughter of one of the best american impressionists it is unlikely that
these or additional equally impressive clues would lead many to the correct
answer mahonri mackintosh young the salt lake city born sculptor and
painter and grandson of brigham young

such is the fate of this artist who though hailed as one of Arneamericasricas
leading sculptors during his lifetime is known today primarily by a few
specialists and by a small number of utahnsutahna who recognize him as the
sculptor of the brigham young statues at the nations capitolcapital and brigham
young university or as the designer and sculptor of the this Is the place

monument in salt lake city but things are changing for the reputation of
mahonri young after years of consignment to brief mention footnotes
and unpublished academic papers he has recently become the subject of
two thoroughly illustrated books that are certain to make a much larger
audience aware of his multiple artistic contributions the earlier of these
books published in 1997 is by thomas E toone a professor of art history
at utah state university and is based on his 1982 doctoral dissertation at
pennsylvania state university norma S davis the author of the more
recent volume published in 1999 is an emeritus professor of humanities
at brigham young university and the biographer of the american painter
florence kate upton
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mahonri young was born in 1877 to mahonri mornanMorianmonianmoriancurnermoriancumercumercurner and agnes
mackintosh young in salt lake city he lived an apparently idyllic life at
the factory oftheodtheof the deseret woolen mills until his father died when mahonri
was seven after he his mother and his two small brothers moved to the
city he received the first bit of his meager formal education in a home
school and in the twentieth ward school at seventeen he attended his one
day of high school after which he decided to directly pursue his ambition
to become an artist an ambition shared and realized by a surprising num-
ber of his boyhood friends newspaper illustration work and study with
local artists especially james T harwood one of the early utahnsutahna to
study in paris france led him to study at the art students league in
new york city and ultimately to study and work for several years in paris

there young became familiar with a variety of artistic styles including the
revolutionary movements led by picasso and matisse but he rejected most
of modernism and held to what could be called american realism

even after extensive training young was slow in building a reputation
and clientele he and his family he married cecilia sharp in 1907 and
shortly thereafter had two children lived on the edge ofpoverty for a num-
ber of years the youngs spent most of their married life in new york city
and nearby leonia new jersey and mahonri became well integrated into
the new york art scene but despite excellent connections and member-
ships in important artistic associations he belonged to the association of
american painters and sculptors which organized the famous armory
show where he exhibited several works young struggled for commissions
and was pleased with opportunities that artists of later times might dis-

dain he designed exhibits on the hopi apache and navajo tribes for the
museum of natural history and made medals for awards or decorations
for schools

young s reputation as a painter engraver and sculptor slowly grew
and sales ofhisochisof his works eventually brought in a good income in fact he had
few financial difficulties after his marriage in 1931 to J alden wier s daugh-
ter dorothy cecilia died ofcancerof cancer in 1917 but despite his increasing fame
he had to compete vigorously for the two commissions that he desired the
most the monument commemorating the entry of the mormon pioneers
into the great salt lake valley and the statue of brigham young that the
state of utah intended to place in the capitol in washington DC he was
successful in both instances he was still trying to undertake additional
projects when he died in 1957 at the age of eighty in addition to his other
numerous awards he received the singular honor ofbeingofbeing made a member
of the american academy of arts music and literature in the years just
prior to his death
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both of the recent books tell mahonri youngs story quite effectively
but davis adds significant information that toonesboones book lacks with the
exception of masters theses the beginnings of serious scholarship on
young go back to a dissertation that wayne K hinton presented to the
brigham young university history department in 1974 while hinton had
access to some of the young materials now housed in the harold B lee
library that collection was unfortunately quite disorganized resulting in
errors in chronology and detail in his work toone seems to have relied on
much oftheodtheof the same material but since the time oftoone s dissertation work
a great number of documents have been discovered and librarians at BYU
have organized the older material as well davis has taken fullfallfuli advantage of
these rich resources and she provides a great amount of this new informa-
tion in addition she appears to have been an indefatigable researcher
checking sources interviewing family members running down names and
newspaper interviews identifying figures in photographs in effect leaving
little to guesswork this thoroughness combined with a very sympathetic
writing style makes for a convincing treatment oftheodtheof the biographical material
readers will come away from the book feeling that they have a fuller sense of
the artist his aesthetic preferences and the real challenges of his life

the illustrative material in toone s book is well selected and nicely
reproduced it is a pleasure to see the variety in youngs work and to be able
to note his exceptional draftsmanship and his dynamic use of color A
quick glance at the book is enough to convince readers that mahonri
young was an outstanding artist in several media toone also includes pho-
tographicto documentation of ofyoungsyoungs life and career

daviss song ofjoysof joys is one of the most beautiful scholarly art books that I1

have seen the design work of adrian pulfer and matt scherer is extraordi-
nary the page format by my measurement 912vi x 12 allows for impressive
reproductions in addition to providing many images of the artists work
davis has supplied a valuable selection of newly discovered photographs of
young his family and his friends

because publishing art books is very expensive authors often must
forgo desirable features for financial reasons but I1 wish that both books
could have included at least a few more reproductions of works by other
artists appropriately both toone and davis compare youngs works
with european or american artists by whom mahonri was influenced or with
whom they would like to draw a contrast unfortunately the lack of repro-
ductionsduct ions illustrating these comparisons forces the reader to rely on an often
faulty memory or to rush out for reference works

I1 also had a little difficulty with the placement of the illustrations in
both books each author rightly 1I believe has chosen to include figure
numbers to avoid interrupting the flow of the text but occasionally a
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photograph or reproduction is placed several pages before or after the page
where it is discussed I1 found myself looking around in the book to see if
the illustration was included at all perhaps toone and davis could have
employed some kind of parenthetical reference when it seemed important

toonesboones editors did not always serve him well A number of writing
errors have slipped by including dangling modifiers 56 6912019369 i20193 and
others the use of this as a pronoun with an unclear or abstract antecedent
53 9898107107 and quite a few awkward and unclear statements I1 was also

troubled by some oftoonesof toonesboones terminology classical and classic seem to
be used in varying senses sometimes referring to greek or roman
influenced works but elsewhere appearing as synonyms for traditional or
older more disturbing is the designation of delacroix ingres corot and

courbet as impressionists 104 this reference comes in a discussion oftheodtheof the
armory show but if that show used such a strange classification for these
artists toone should surely have let the reader know

the davis text is considerably cleaner it contains a few errors including
quotation marks used with indented quotations 1813318133182182 a misspelling of
dorothy igo190olg190 and a use of medium s when a plural is needed 153 how-
ever the flow of the fine text is generally undisturbed by editing mistakes

the adult mahonri young despite his ancestry and upbringing was
never a participating member of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints he liked cigars and wine and he found it humorous when he had to
go to church twice in one day both toone and davis deal directly with
young s relations with the church and each shows youngs devotion to his
mormon heritage and friends davis is particularly strong in this respect

A final note both books would be stronger if they contained more aes-
thetic analysis ofyoungsofyoungs work they make it clear that young was a signifi-
cant artist but only occasionally tell us what makes his work successful both
authors are gifted in critiquing art see for example davis on the seagull
monument 134 and toone s scattered comparative comments I1 would like

to have seen more full scale analysis of the major works

todd A britsch todd britschbyuedu is professor of humanities at brigham
young university he earned his BA in 1962 at BYU he received his MA in 1965 and
phd in 1966 both from florida state university


